OCTOBER 14, 2014 RIDE SUMMARY

Hi all, good to see the regulars and welcome to
the new athletes out on Sunday for a ride to
Whytecliffe and back.
For the 'new to my rides' people, here's the
routine:
We leave the Kits CC at 9, the rides vary week to
week from flat, Richmond, to hills on the north
shore. Pickup in Stanley Park for downtown
residents at 9:20 or so, at the roundabout in
Stanley Park (north shore rides).
I will occasionally put a note against the ride, you
can see it when you register.
Rides go on in all but driving cold rain, frost and
snow ( 2 degrees is the cut off temperature) For
rain, I may switch it up to Stanley Park or Spanish
Banks for the hills. I may 'call' the ride by 3pm the
day before if it looks bad. Will text those I know
plan to ride, the morning of at 8am if it looks iffy.
Otherwise the ride is on!
You will see a ride cancelled on your (coached)
program in advance, or on the schedule on-line. I
cancel for occasions, events and when I'm at a
conference or out of town.
Speaking of events, Ride to the Beer is on this
Saturday!
And on Sunday, a cyclocross race in Mahon Park,
North Van is a great spectator event, watch the
mud fly! Ride over and see some great bike
handling, great racing.
(No coached ride, I'm volunteering)
Back to the ride, the 3 gear challenge was the
plan, I wanted you to think about why you change
a gear,
- to make it "easier" ie less tension per pedal
stroke, speed goes down

Lions Gate Bridge decals
designating pedestrians on railing,
right, bikes go with traffic flow, left.

- to make it harder, a
big gear going downhill
will make you go faster,
right?!
- to maintain a constant
cadence due to the the
slope either up or down
Start off with this
thought, going uphill, to
hold the same speed as
on the flat you would
need to keep the same
cadence, same gear.
Simple!
Oh yeh? then the grade
kicks in and leg speed
comes down, so we
reduce the gear to
maintain the cadence.
That happens again
and again until we're in

Mahon Park, North Vancouver
Cyclocross on October 19th.
Destination ride, spectator friendly

the easiest gear at
70rpms. And it doesn't
feel any 'easier'!
How about thinking like
this, the gearing drill
was a way to make it
happen; stay in the
gear, work a little
harder, then reduce the
gear, do the same
thing. Work the bike,
use it to pull you up the
hill. Work the pedal
stroke up and over,
make the most of your
power both seated and
out of the saddle. Drive
your pedals, feet,
toward the top of the
hill by pulling your
thighs toward your
chest, literally picking

Ride to the Beer, October 18th.
Meet Musette Caffe on Burrard,
2pm. Bomber and Brassneck

fall schedule; Personal Best and tba
way since picking up this
road biking thing in August!
We pacelined back Marine
drive, no animal incidents to
speak of although I did have
a mini honk at me 'get out
of my way'.

up your feet like you're climbing
the Grouse Grind.
Then pull yourself over the pedal
and pull yourself forward by
flexing your lower leg, extending
the hip (hamstrings and gluteus
will engage).

Musette caffe for post ride
coffee, that's also a
standard when we do the
north shore.
See you at the Ride to the
Beer, all weather, bring lights
to get home after 6pm from
Musette Chinatown.

1. Monday 7:30 am and 5:45 pm
2. 	


Tuesday Ladies 9:30am

3. Tuesday
	

at 7:15 am and 5 pm
TBA - wattbike

4. 	


Wednesday 5:45pm

5. 	

Thursday

at 7:15 am and
5pm TBA - wattbike

6. 	


Friday 7:00 am

CycleOps at PBET

Thanks to all of you for Wattbike; TBA
taking on your bike
Reduce use of the calf by
performance, taking on
maintaining the toes forward,
they are smaller muscles and will becoming a bike rider
ON THE MOVE
tire faster. Ever see a pro roadie
that knows what you're
Thanks for your patienc
with big calfs? Hill climbers not
doing and why, it's great
e
so much with sprinters having
an
d understanding as I
riding with you!
more overall musculature.
Graham did the drill with 2 gears,
well done! He challenged David
and James, both experienced in
the drill. Zhanna stuck with them,
this was a breakthrough for her,
reducing the number of gear
changes.
Marco, Michele and Dorothy,
Ivan, worked the technique,
keeping a quiet upper body and
relaxing through the inevitable
high cadences that come with
the downhills. Allison kicked her
own a** , having come a long

make the move from Co

SCHEDULE FOR FALL CLASSES ARE AT PBET
UNTIL FURTHER
NOTICE.
There may still be a couple
of tweaks to the schedule,
see on-line, as you
register.

Harbour to as yet TBA
location.

Thanks to Strada cycl
es
for the time there, very

much appreciated!

Coach Barb

al

